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1 Summary 
 

1.1 Introduction and Results 

 

 Disease 

 

In 2013, 10.3 million new strokes occurred globally; 67% of these strokes were ischemic and 6.5 

million persons died from their stroke (Feigin et al., 2015; Hankey, 2013). Stroke is the 2nd 

leading cause of death worldwide (WHO, 2014) and the leading cause of long-term disability 

with 113 million disability adjusted life years (DALYs) in 2013 (Feigin et al., 2015; Mozaffarian et 

al., 2015). As our population ages, more attention must be paid to diseases of the elderly, 

including stroke. Given the prevalence of stroke and the devastating effects it has on its victim, it 

is important to identify new strategies for stroke prevention and acute stroke therapy. 

The causes of stroke are heterogeneous. Risk factors include non-modifiable factors like age, sex, 

ethnicity and family history as well as modifiable risk factors including obesity/nutrition, 

smoking, hypertension, and physical inactivity (Romero, Morris, & Pikula, 2008). Ischemic stroke 

is the most common type of stroke and generally occurs when a thrombus or embolus occludes 

a blood vessel supplying a part of the brain. A hemorrhagic stroke is caused when a blood vessel 

ruptures and there is bleeding in (intracerebral hemorrhage) or around (subarachnoid 

hemorrhage) the brain. 

Modelling stroke 

To better understand stroke and in order to study potential therapeutic interventions, 

experimental models have been established in different species of animals. Such models are 

necessary as access to patient material is largely limited to blood samples, and the systemic 

effects of stroke cannot be investigated in vitro. And since ischemic stroke is the most frequent 

type of stroke, the middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) has become the most widely used 

experimental model of human stroke. Most stroke research is done in small animals, like mice, 

rats and rabbits. There are models in which cerebral ischemia can be induced without the need 

for craniotomy (embolic, intraluminal filament MCAO, photothrombosis, endothelin-1-induced) 

and those that require craniotomy like electrocoagulation of the distal middle cerebral artery. 

Among these experimental stroke models, MCAO with an intraluminal filament has many 
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advantages with a less traumatic surgical approach than those models that require craniotomy, 

the ability to achieve reperfusion which mimics the clinical situation of thrombolysis, good 

reproducibility in comparison with other models and short surgery time allowing for more 

efficiency and the minimization of anesthesia effects. Our experimental stroke studies in rats 

and mice were therefore performed using the intraluminal filament MCAO. The advantages and 

disadvantages of different experimental stroke models have been reviewed (Fluri, Schuhmann, 

& Kleinschnitz, 2015). The Stroke Therapy Academic Industry Roundtable (STAIR) recommends 

that positive results should be confirmed in another species and should also be reproducible in a 

different stroke model. 

 

 Immunology of Stroke 

 

Under normal physiological conditions, an anti-inflammatory milieu is maintained within the 

central nervous system (CNS). The picture below depicts the immunologic alterations occurring 

after (ischemic) stroke. Details are given in our review articles (Schulze, Vogelgesang, & Dressel, 

2014; Vogelgesang, Becker, & Dressel, 2014). In short, due to the brain injury that is caused by 

the ischemic stroke a local inflammation in the brain occurs. 

 

 

Fig.1: Modified from (Vogelgesang et al., 2014). The numbers in brackets in this picture indicate the different 

approaches with which the immunologic changes following stroke where investigated in this dissertation. 

[2] [1] 

[1] 

[4a & b] 

&baa 
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In the following, a brief overview of the different aspects of the vicious circle of stroke-induced 

immune alterations will be provided. These will then be explained in more detail, and the 

different approaches that have been taken in this study to shed light on the immune alterations 

in stroke [1-4, see Fig.1] will be described.  

Pro-inflammatory mediators are released from the site of injury and act locally, but these same 

mediators gain access to the systemic circulation and induce an inflammation within the 

periphery. This pro-inflammatory process was investigated in approach 1. On the other hand, 

stroke induces the production and release of catecholamines and steroids that lead to a 

peripheral immunosuppression. This immunosuppression is thought to dampen the immune 

“attack” on the injured brain, but it also increases the risk of bacterial infections as the ability to 

combat pathogens is impaired. As part of the immune system’s suppressive cellular mediators, 

regulatory T cells (Treg) were investigated in approach 3. Infections, on the other hand, lead to 

activation of the innate and adaptive immune responses that cause secondary inflammatory 

damage to the brain. This was investigated with approach 2. In approach 4a and 4b we 

furthermore investigated the impact of genetic variations on the risk of infection and the patient 

outcome. 

 

1.1.2.1 Response to the ischemic injury 

 

In ischemic stroke, the disruption of blood supply to an area of the brain leads to abrogation of 

oxygen and glucose transport. The resulting energy failure immediately causes change in ionic 

homeostasis including increased intracellular concentrations of Na+ und Ca2+, glutamate 

induced excitotoxicity, generation of reactive oxygen species and eventually neuronal cell death 

in the ischemic core (Lai, Zhang, & Wang, 2014). Cytoplasmic ionic accumulation also contributes 

to swelling and further vascular compression preventing a reperfusion of the affected area. At 

the periphery of the ischemic region, called penumbra, damage develops more slowly and 

neuronal cell death might be still prevented. This acute phase lasts for minutes to a few hours. In 

the subacute phase, hours to days after stroke, apoptosis, necrosis and neuroinflammation 

occur as a result of the damage caused in the acute phase. The endogenous inflammation 

following the initial injury leads to a secondary brain damage. During the chronic phase, which 

occurs days and weeks after the ischemic insult, there is repair and regeneration of brain tissue. 
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Normally the blood brain barrier (BBB) shields the CNS from the peripheral circulation and the 

tight junctions of the endothelium regulate the diffusion between the different compartments. 

The BBB, consisting of endothelial cells, pericytes and astrocytes, is damaged after stroke.  

 

Approach 1: Do DAMPs released due to brain damage signal an inflammatory response and 

can they help to predict the patients’ outcome? 

“Damage/danger associated molecular patterns” (DAMPs) are released from necrotic cells and 

can activate the innate immune response through pattern recognition receptors like the toll-like 

receptors (TLR). In the brain, DAMPs released from tissue injured by ischemia activate microglia 

and trigger the local production of pro-inflammatory cytokines like IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α, 

chemokines and adhesion molecules. Disruption of the BBB also allows for these DAMPS to 

enter the systemic circulation. Examples of DAMPs include uric acid, nucleic acids, nucleotides 

like ATP & UTP, lipids and heat shock proteins. Together with pro-inflammatory cytokines they 

are likely to induce and affect an endogenous inflammatory response in the periphery 

(Gelderblom, Sobey, Kleinschnitz, & Magnus, 2015; Shichita, Ito, & Yoshimura, 2014).  

High mobility group box protein 1 (HMGB1) is a nuclear histone-binding protein that can be 

passively released upon cell damage or actively secreted upon activation of cells and functions 

as a pro-inflammatory mediator (Lotze & Tracey, 2005; Scaffidi, Mistelli, & Bianchi, 2002). 

HMGB1 is a classic DAMP that binds to TLR2, TLR4 and the receptor for advanced glycation end 

products (RAGE) to activate NF-κB (Bierhaus et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2006). In experimental studies 

of stroke, neutralizing HMGB1 or abrogating HMGB1-induced RAGE signaling decreases infarct 

size and attenuates the inflammatory response in the infarct area (Liu et al., 2007; Muhammad 

et al., 2008) 

In this study detailed in chapter 2.2, we questioned if early released endogenous DAMPs like 

HMGB1 signal the post-stroke inflammatory response and if their presence may predict outcome 

from ischemic stroke. 

Patients, Materials and Methods 

For this study 110 acute stroke patients were recruited. Plasma was obtained at multiple time 

points after stroke. HMGB1 plasma concentrations were correlated to stroke severity and 

biomarkers of inflammation, stroke outcome and autoimmune responses to brain antigens. 
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Results 

Acute ischemic stroke resulted in an increase of the HMGB1 plasma concentration that was 

measurable up to 30 days after stroke and was highest immediately after stroke. Plasma HMGB1 

correlated with the number of circulating leukocytes but not with the infarct volume. It was not 

independently predictive of stroke outcome or of the development of an autoimmune response 

to brain antigens. 

Conclusion 

The activated leukocytes seem to be the major source of plasma HMGB1 post stroke rather than 

the brain injury itself as HMGB1 concentrations are correlated with the number of leukocytes 

but not the infarct volume. 

 

1.1.2.2 Local immune response of the ischemic brain 

 

The CNS-immune system interactions lead to an activation of immune cells in the periphery 

through pro-inflammatory mediators like TNF-α, IL-6, IL-1α, IL-1β and a subsequent infiltration of 

activated immune cells like macrophages, granulocytes, T and B cells into the damaged brain (An 

et al., 2014). On the one hand this immune response causes a secondary inflammation-mediated 

injury of brain tissue but on the other hand it is necessary for phagocytosis of damaged neuronal 

cells and repair mechanisms. 

 

 

Fig.2a & b (graphs modified from (Gelderblom et al., 2009)). A: The figure depicts the time course and amount of 

immune cells infiltrating into the ischemic hemisphere after stroke. B: Shows the time course and amount of 

infiltration of lymphocyte subsets (only summarized as lymphocytes in Fig.2a) into the ischemic hemisphere post 

stroke. 
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Macrophages and neutrophils were shown to be first to infiltrate the brain after ischemic 

damage within hours. Later during the post-stroke inflammation, lymphocytes are recruited into 

the ischemic brain within 2-3 days after stroke onset (Gelderblom et al., 2009). In an 

experimental study, T and B cell lymphocyte deficient SCID (severe combined immunodeficiency) 

mice developed smaller stroke lesions and less inflammation than C57Bl/6 immunologically 

intact controls (Hurn et al., 2007). Kleinschnitz et al. showed in a study with T and B lymphocyte 

deficient Rag mice and a reconstitution of T and B cells, that B cells seem to have a 

neuroprotective role, whereas T cells seem to contribute to the endogenous inflammation 

(Kleinschnitz et al., 2010). Furthermore, the disrupted BBB also allows brain antigens that are 

normally shielded to enter the periphery and gives the possibility of activation of autoreactive T 

cells (Kyra J. Becker, Kindrick, Lester, Shea, & Ye, 2005; Planas et al., 2012). The role of neural 

antigens and their presentation has recently been reviewed (Miro-Mur, Urra, Gallizioli, 

Chamorro, & Planas, 2016). 

As T cells seem to contribute to the secondary inflammatory damage to the brain it is important 

to identify different T cell subsets as they resemble different qualities of immune response. T 

cells develop either into naïve CD4 T cells (also called T helper or Th cells), into naïve CD8 T cells 

(also named cytotoxic T cells or CTL) or into natural Treg (nTreg). Naïve Th cells can be skewed 

into different effector cell subpopulations depending on the cytokine environment during 

activation, of which the most important ones are: i) pro-inflammatory primed Th1 cells that 

produce IFN-γ, ii) (mostly) anti-inflammatory primed Th2 cells that produce IL-4, iii) pro-

inflammatory Th17 cells producing IL-17 (associated with chronic inflammatory diseases), iv) 

suppressive induced Treg (iTreg) producing IL-10 and TGF-β (Raphael, Nalawade, Eagar, & 

Forsthuber, 2015). Due to their pro-inflammatory potential, Th1 and Th17 cells are of interest as 

mediators of a secondary damage upon infiltration to the brain. 

 

Approach 2: Do autoreactive pro-inflammatory T lymphocytes influence the outcome after 

experimental stroke? 

As detailed in chapter 2.3 “The immunologic profile of adoptively transferred lymphocytes 

influences stroke outcome in recipients” in this study we investigated if autoreactive T 

lymphocyte responses modulate or worsen outcome after experimental stroke.  
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Animals, Materials and Methods 

 

In donor rats a severe stroke was induced by 3h MCAO. The T cell response was forced towards 

pro-inflammation by the administration of lipopolysaccharide (LPS). When LPS is administered at 

the time of stroke to model infection with Gram-negative bacteria, the proportion of 

lymphocytes with a  Th1-type immune response towards the brain antigen myelin basic protein 

(MBP) is increased after stroke (Kyra J. Becker et al., 2005). 

Donor lymphocytes were obtained from the spleen of donor rats 1 month after experimental 

stroke. The MBP specific effector function of donor cells was determined prior to adoptive 

transfer using an ELIspot assay for IFN-γ, IL-17 and TGF-β1 secretion in response to MBP. A Th1 

immune response was defined by the ratio of the relative increase in the number of MBP 

specific IFN-γ to the relative increase in the number of MBP specific TGF-β1 secreting cells and a 

Th17 immune response as the ratio of the relative increase in the number of MBP specific IL-17 

to the relative increase in the number of MBP specific TGF-β1 secreting cells. The donor cells 

were labelled with the cell permeable dye Carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE) and 

injected into recipient animals at reperfusion 2 hours after MCAO. The functional and clinical 

outcome of recipient animals was determined with functional tests and a neurological score. 

Brain sections of recipient animals were stained for fluorescein (CFSE+ cells), IL-17, IFN-γ and 

CD8 by immunofluorescent staining. 

 

Results 

Animals that received MBP specific donor cells with either an MBP specific Th1 or Th17 

dominated immune response at the time of stroke experienced a worse clinical outcome than 

animals that received donor cells without a Th1 or Th17 dominated immune response. The more 

robust the Th1 and Th17 response in donor cells the worse the functional performance 

(Rotarod) in recipient animals was. Furthermore, robust Th17 responses to MBP were associated 

with worse neurological scores in recipient animals. In animals receiving Th1+ donor cells, there 

were more infiltrated donor cells (CFSE+ cells) in the infarcted hemisphere 1 day after MCAO 

compared to animals that received Th1- donor cells. In animals receiving Th17+ donor cells, 

there were more IFN-γ+ and more CD8+ cells in the infarcted hemisphere 3 days after MCAO 

compared to animals that received Th17- donor cells. 
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Conclusion 

 

The quality of the lymphocyte response to self-antigen (MBP) influences stroke outcome as 

inflammatory primed MBP specific T cells led to a worse outcome. As LPS, mimicking an infection 

with Gram-negative bacteria, increases the number of inflammatory primed MBP specific 

lymphocyte responses, it shows a possible mechanism how infections could negatively influence 

patient outcome. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                            

1.1.2.3 Peripheral immune alterations 

 

Besides the activation and infiltration of immune cells to the brain, the CNS-immune interaction 

also involves the suppression of immune responses in the periphery - most likely to prevent 

activation and infiltration of autoreactive immune cells (as investigated with approach 2) thus 

limiting secondary brain injury. Together, activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal 

(HPA)-axis after stroke leading to a release of glucocorticoids from the adrenal gland and the 

activation of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) with direct innervation of lymphoid organs 

and the release of epinephrine and norepinephrine are thought to lead to changes in peripheral 

innate and adaptive immune system. In our review article, we provided an overview on how 

glucocorticoid and sympathetic responses affect immune cells after stroke. For instance, many 

immune cells express both glucocorticoid  and adrenergic receptors, thus providing a mechanism 

by which activation of the SNS and the HPA-axis following stroke can directly affect the 

peripheral immune system (Schulze et al., 2014). These issues are further detailed in chapter 2.7. 

Functional impairments affect mechanisms of the innate and adaptive immune system. 

In human stroke patients numerous signs of immune suppression can be observed. Already on 

admission to the hospital and on the following days, stroke patients suffer from a T lymphopenia 

compared to age-matched controls. A long lasting lymphopenia was also reported in 

experimental stroke models, for example by Prass et al (Prass et al., 2003). Furthermore the 

HLA-DR on monocytes which monocytes need in order to present antigens and successfully 

induce an immune response is reduced in stroke patients (Vogelgesang et al., 2008). The 

neutrophils, as part of the first line defense against pathogens, are functionally impaired. It 

could be shown that the oxidative burst and NETosis which both are important mechanisms to 

kill bacteria are reduced and defective in stroke patients. Stress hormones like epinephrine and 
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norepinephrine can induce these deficits in neutrophils in vitro (Ruhnau et al., 2014). SIIS is also 

documented in experimental stroke studies. A shift from Th1 cytokines like IFN-γ to Th2 

cytokines like IL-4 was found in experimental stroke (Prass et al., 2003). Stroke-induced effects 

can also be detected in the spleen after experimental stroke as the spleen becomes atrophic 

mostly due to apoptosis of lymphocytes (Mracsko et al., 2014; Offner et al., 2006).  

The described alterations in both the innate and adaptive immune response may explain the 

well documented high susceptibility to infections in stroke patients. Most often pneumonia and 

urinary tract infections occur. Reviewed by Emsley and Hopkins, rates of these so called stroke-

associated infections (SAI) vary depending on the study from 1-33% for respiratory tract 

infections and 2-27% for urinary tract infections (Emsley & Hopkins, 2008). The problem of post-

stroke infections is that they worsen outcome and increase 30-day mortality to 27% in acute 

stroke patients with pneumonia in comparison with 4% in patients without pneumonia (Katzan, 

Cebul, Husak, Dawson, & Baker, 2003).  

The blockade of the SNS and HPA axis with propranolol and RU486 could prevent the stroke-

induced impairments in experimental stroke studies (Mracsko et al., 2014; Prass et al., 2003; Yan 

& Zhang, 2014). A recent experimental stroke study by Römer et al. has shown that inhibiting 

the stroke-induced immunosuppression (SIIS) by blockade of the SNS with propranolol and the 

HPA axis with mifepristone increases autoreactive T cell responses but the blockade does not 

worsen the long term outcome (Romer et al., 2015). There is delicate “balance” between 

dampening the secondary inflammation-mediated brain injury and the increased mortality due 

to stroke-associated infections. 

 

Approach 3: Do Tregs influence the post-stroke immunosuppression, the secondary brain 

damage and outcome after stroke? 

 

Due to their immunosuppressive capacity Tregs are of interest as a potential mediator of post-

stroke immunosuppression. This CD4+ T cell subpopulation can inhibit effector cells directly by 

cell contact and secretion of immunosuppressive cytokines such as IL-10 and TGF-β or indirectly 

by inhibition of stimulatory capacity of antigen-presenting cells (APCs) e.g. via CTLA-4. The role 

of Tregs in the stroke-induced immunosuppression as well as in the prevention of post-stroke 

autoimmune responses is still controversial. Studies in stroke patients and experimental stroke 

yielded contradictory results. Possible explanations are discussed in chapter 1.2.  

A lack of Tregs leads to autoimmune diseases, immunopathology and allergy (Sakaguchi, 

Yamaguchi, Nomura, & Ono, 2008). So with Tregs actively suppressing autoimmune reactivity, 
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they were thought to prevent inflammatory secondary brain damage. Adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP), which is released after ischemic damage of the brain, functions as a pro-inflammatory 

signal. The ectonucleotidase CD39 expressed by Tregs cleaves the pro-inflammatory extracellular 

ATP to inhibitory antiproliferative AMP (adenosine monophosphate) and thus eliminates a pro-

inflammatory stimulus. This links the CD39 expression on the surface of Tregs to their active 

suppressive function. 

Patients, Animals, Materials and Methods 

In this study, a 45min transient intraluminal Middle Cerebral Artery Occlusion (MCAO) was 

performed in young adult and aged Dereg (Depletion of regulatory T cells) mice. Dereg mice 

allow for in vivo depletion of Foxp3+ Tregs as well as identification of Tregs by their Foxp3-GFP 

expression. Dereg mice carry a diphtheria toxin receptor-eGFP under the control of an additional 

Foxp3 promoter that enables a specific depletion of Treg by administration of diphtheria toxin. 

T2-weighted MRI was performed for lesion volume assessment. CD39 expression on Tregs in the 

blood and spleen of young adult and aged naïve as well as young adult and aged Dereg mice 

following MCAO was determined. Treg frequencies and CD39 expression on Tregs were also 

determined in stroke patients at multiple time points after stroke and in age-matched healthy 

controls. 

Results 

In a comparison of specific markers on the surface of Tregs indicating their suppressive capacity, 

we found an increase of CD39 in the blood of naïve Dereg mice with ageing. This could also be 

confirmed in human healthy donors of different ages. Following experimental stroke we found a 

decrease of CD39 on Tregs in the blood of aged mice indicating a reduction of Treg function in 

aged mice after stroke. This reduction of CD39 on the surface of Tregs was also observed in 

human stroke patients compared to healthy age-matched controls. Furthermore Treg 

frequencies in human peripheral blood were reduced after stroke compared to age-matched 

healthy controls. 

Conclusion 

In the context of stroke-induced immunosuppression and a prevention of autoimmunity against 

the brain, Tregs might just play a minor role. They seem to be impaired in their suppressive 

capacity after stroke as indicated by the reduced frequency of Tregs in stroke patients as well as 

the reduction of CD39 expression on Tregs in the blood of human stroke patients as well as in 

experimental stroke. Furthermore, our data on the CD39 expression on Tregs point out similar 
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age-related differences in Treg activity in humans and mice. As other immune effector functions 

might be affected by ageing as well, this should be considered in experimental stroke studies. 

 

 Translation of results from bench to bedside 

 

Limited therapeutic options 

Limited therapeutic options are a serious problem in ischemic stroke. So far there are only two 

effective options for reperfusion of the occluded vessel in ischemic stroke. One therapeutic 

approach is intravenous administration of the thrombolytic recombinant tissue plasminogen 

activator (rtPA) within 3-4.5 hours after ischemic stroke onset. Patients who receive rtPA are 

more likely to have minimal or no disability at 3 months (Gumbinger et al., 2014; Hacke et al., 

2008; NINDS, 1995). Due to the relatively short time window for administration and potential 

contraindications, thrombolysis is only applicable in up to 5% of ischemic stroke patients 

(Fonarow et al., 2011). The only other option are endovascular procedures with a slightly wider 

timeframe of 8 hours (European Stroke Organisation Executive & Committee, 2008). While rtPA 

and recanalization are interventions aiming at the restoration of blood supply to the brain, there 

are no approved therapeutic interventions targeting the local inflammatory response in the 

brain or the immune alterations in the periphery. A summary of clinical trials aiming at 

immunomodulation in ischemic stroke has recently been reviewed by Veltkamp and Gill 

(Veltkamp & Gill, 2016). 

Stroke-induced immunosuppression (SIIS) and SAI are challenging problems in stroke care since 

they increase post-stroke mortality and worsen the patient outcome (Emsley & Hopkins, 2008). 

As detailed in chapter 1.1.2.2, already on admission to the hospital profound signs of a 

suppressed immune system for example lymphopenia are apparent. Although in experimental 

studies treatment with antibiotics in order to prevent SAI and improve outcome was successful, 

translation from “bench to bedside” failed. In different studies (ESPIAS, PANTHERIS, STROKE-INF, 

PASS) preventive antibiotic therapy in stroke did not improve the patients’ outcome (Chamorro 

et al., 2005; Kalra et al., 2015; Klehmet et al., 2009; Westendorp et al., 2015). 

Identification of predictive markers 

In order to meet the challenges of effective stroke treatment and care, the search for 

“biomarkers” that help to predict the risk of stroke, the clinical outcome of patients as well as 
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the individual risk of post-stroke infection as early as possible are of great importance (Jickling & 

Sharp, 2015). The identification of markers that classify patients at risk of infection or that 

predict their clinical outcome could not only improve stroke care but also help to create new 

approaches in experimental studies. Genetic variations of the individual patient could have an 

impact on the extent of the local inflammatory response as well as peripheral immune 

alterations. 

 

Approach 4a & b: Can we identify SNPs in patients that serve as predictive markers for a 

patients’ risk of infection and outcome? 

 

Single base pair mutations, known as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most 

common genetic variation in the human genome. Non-synonymous SNPs result in a change of 

the amino acid sequence of the corresponding protein. These changes in protein can affect 

function (loss or gain) as well as interactions. The majority of SNPs have two alleles. Based on 

the observed frequency one distinguishes between a “major” and a “minor” allele. An individual 

can be homozygous for either the major or minor allele or be heterozygous (Crawford & 

Nickerson, 2005).  

 

Both IL-1 and TLR4 are part of the initiation of the endogenous inflammatory process due to the 

primary brain damage as well as part of the first line of defense against bacteria when stroke-

associated infections actually occur. Interleukin-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra) binds 

competitively to the IL-1 receptor (IL-1R) without inducing the downstream signaling and thus 

inhibits IL-1 mediated pro-inflammatory effects. The IL1RN gene encodes for the IL-1ra protein. 

Rafiq et al. reported that the minor allele at rs4251961 is associated with lower IL-1ra plasma 

concentrations and increased IL-1β (Rafiq et al., 2007). For TLR4 it has been reported that the 

TLR4 Asp299 allele in comparison to Gly299 is associated with increased TLR4 activation as well 

as higher levels of inflammatory cytokines, acute-phase reactants & soluble adhesion molecules 

and a higher risk of atherosclerosis (Steinhardt et al., 2010). 

In the following studies we investigated the influence of an IL1RN SNP and two TLR4 SNPs on the 

risk of infection after stroke and the patients’ outcome. 
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Approach 4a: IL-1ra 

 

As detailed in chapter 2.5 we investigated if a SNP in the IL1RN gene influences IL-1ra 

concentrations and the risk of infection after stroke as well as the patients’ outcome. 

 

Patients, Materials and Methods 

113 stroke patients were included in the study. Plasma IL-1ra concentrations at multiple time 

points and clinical outcome were determined at 1, 3, 6 and 12 months after stroke. Infection 

status was documented during hospitalization. SNP genotyping of IL1RN rs4251961 was 

performed. 

 

Results 

There is a rapid and sustained elevation of IL-1ra with the highest IL-1ra concentrations on day 7 

after acute ischemic stroke. Patients with the most severe strokes had the highest levels of IL-

1ra and higher plasma IL-1ra was associated with increased risk of infection other than 

pneumonia. However in stroke patients the plasma IL-1ra concentrations were not influenced by 

the IL1RN genotypes. The presence of the C allele was associated with a decreased risk of 

infections other than pneumonia. Although the initial plasma IL1-ra was not predictive of good 

long-term outcome carriers of the minor C allele were more likely to have a good long-term 

outcome. 

 

Conclusion 

In contrast to previous reports, we did not detect differences in plasma IL-1ra between subjects 

with different alleles of the rs4251961 SNP in this study. IL-1ra and the IL1RN gene may 

influence the risk of infection after stroke but for our data this seems to be limited to infections 

other than pneumonia. 

 

Approach 4b: TLR4 

 

Similar to the IL1RN SNP study, as detailed in chapter 2.6, we investigated the effect of two TLR4 

SNPs on neurological outcome, infection, and inflammatory markers like C-reactive protein (CRP) 

in acute ischemic stroke. The two investigated SNPS are located in the coding region of the TLR4 
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gene in exon 3 and result in amino acid changes. It has been shown that these SNPs change the 

extracellular TLR4 domain and lead to hyporesponsiveness to LPS (Arbour et al., 2000). 

 

Patients, Material and Methods 

113 stroke patients were included in this study. Plasma samples were taken at multiple time 

points after ischemic stroke, neurologic outcome was assessed at 1, 3, 6 and 12 months and 

infection status was documented while the patients were hospitalized. In this study SNP 

genotyping of two TLR4 SNPs (1063 A/G [Asp299Gly] and 1363 C/T [Thr399Ile]) was performed 

using two different SNP genotyping kits (rs4986790 and rs4986791). For SNP rs4986790 the G 

allele is the minor allele and for SNP rs4986791 the T allele is the minor allele. 

 

Results 

At 3 months after stroke, the group of patients with either one or both of the TLR4 SNPs minor 

alleles had significantly worse neurological outcomes in adjusted analyses. The patients carrying 

one or both TLR4 minor alleles also exhibited transiently increased leukocyte counts and plasma 

levels of CRP and IL-1ra. Increased leukocyte counts and elevated plasma CRP were 

independently associated with poor outcome after stroke. Associations of the TLR4 minor alleles 

with IL-1ra, the leukocyte count and CRP persisted after adjusting for infection. 

 

Conclusion 

Certain functionally significant genetic variants in the TLR4 gene are associated with a worse 

neurological outcome and alterations in systemic markers of inflammation following acute 

ischemic stroke. Our finding that variant TLR4 SNPs are associated with transient increases in 

both leukocyte count and CRP could explain the TLR4 SNP effect on outcome. Similar to TLR4, 

SNPs in other genes related to the first line immune response might play a role in the individual’s 

risk of post-stroke infection and the patient’s outcome. 
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1.2 Discussion 

 

 

 

In this dissertation aspects of post-stroke CNS-immune interactions have been investigated to 

gain a better understanding of stroke-induced immune alterations and thereby improve the 

success in translation of results from bench to bedside. The inflammatory response to the 

ischemic injury and the stroke-induced immunosuppression in the periphery are closely 

interlinked. A fine balance is necessary when searching for new therapeutic approaches as 

interventions aiming at one aspect of the post-stroke immune alterations might impact the 

other as well with the danger of causing adverse effects on the patients’ outcome. 

 

Passively released HMGB1 mediates initiation of systemic inflammatory response [1] 

HMGB1, released from dying brain tissue, links the central brain injury with a systemic 

inflammatory response. In our study, HMGB1 was elevated following stroke but its levels were 

not independently predictive of patient outcome. Plasma HMGB1 was better correlated with 

leukocyte numbers than with infarct volume suggesting that circulating HMGB1 secreted by 

leukocytes may overwhelm the release by injured brain tissue after stroke. Of note, there are 

different isoforms of HMGB1- a fully reduced isoform in a hypoacetylated state indicating a 

passive release from necrotic cells and a matured cytokine-inducing isoform. In a study by Liesz 

and colleagues from 2015, they found that the HMGB1 isoform released early after stroke serves 

[1] 

[1] 

[2] 
[4a & b] 

&baa 

[3] 
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as a chemoattractant but at 24 hours after stroke the prevalent isoform in the serum of patients 

was the cytokine-inducing isoform of HMGB1. Taken together, our study and the further 

characterization of the isoforms by Liesz et al. show the importance of HMGB1 in initiating the 

inflammatory response after stroke. In an experimental model of stroke, blockade of HMGB1 

before stroke induction ameliorated the ischemic brain damage and RAGE-deficiency reduced 

the infarct size (Muhammad et al., 2008). In another study blockade of HMGB1 prior to stroke 

induction did not improve outcome but mice that were deficient in RAGE had a reduction in 

splenic lymphocyte apoptosis and in the loss of circulating T cells after experimental stroke 

(Liesz, Dalpke, et al., 2015). Two experimental stroke studies in rats showed a reduction of 

infarct size, the inhibition of microglial activation and inflammatory mediators as well as an 

increased clearance of serum HMGB1 with an anti-HMGB1 treatment (Liu et al., 2007; Zhang et 

al., 2011).  It was also suggested that the HMGB1-mediated ongoing inflammation leads to an 

exhaustion of immune cells and thus contributes to the post-stroke immune dysfunction (Liesz, 

Dalpke, et al., 2015). These observations show that even though a mediator acts in a 

predominantly pro-inflammatory manner it could also have immunosuppressive effects 

depending on the setting. Any immunomodulating therapeutic approach has to take adverse 

effects into account as well. As HMGB1 is elevated for days, anti-HMGB1 treatment after stroke 

could give some further insights on the role of HMGB1 in post-stroke inflammation. 

 

Inflammatory priming of Th1 cells mediates worse outcome [2] 

Once an inflammatory response to the ischemic damage is initiated, activation and infiltration of 

immune cells occur and are likely to contribute to a secondary brain damage (Iadecola & 

Anrather, 2011). Experimental stroke studies with transgenic mice showed a detrimental effect 

of T but not B lymphocytes. In stroke patients as well as in experimental stroke, it could be 

shown that Th1 type immune responses to MBP are associated with worse outcome (K. J. Becker 

et al., 2011). Our study for the first time showed a direct correlation between the robustness of 

a Th1 and Th17 response to MBP and the functional outcome of T cell transfer into animals with 

stroke. This shows that inflammatory priming of infiltrating immune cells actually mediates the 

outcome. Furthermore the fact that LPS, mimicking a Gram-negative infection, at the time point 

of stroke skews the T cell response to a Th1 phenotype implicates the consequences of a post-

stroke infection. An actual infection with generation of IFN-γ could increase the likelihood of a 

Th1 dominated immune response and thus worsen the outcome. As mentioned before, in 

different studies (ESPIAS, PANTHERIS, STROKE-INF, PASS) preventive antibiotic therapy in stroke 
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did not improve the patients’ outcome (Chamorro et al., 2005; Kalra et al., 2015; Klehmet et al., 

2009; Westendorp et al., 2015). Once the inflammatory anti-infective immune response has 

been initiated, elimination of the invasive pathogens by antibiotic treatment may come too late 

to mitigate the adverse effects of inflammation on the brain. 

In chapter 2.3 we could show that the priming of infiltrating lymphocytes influences the 

outcome. Although autoreactive immune cells seem to worsen the outcome after stroke by 

increasing the secondary damage there is no development of a general autoimmune disease 

against the brain like in multiple sclerosis (MS). After stroke brain antigens are present in the 

cerebrospinal fluid, the serum and lymphoid tissue (Jauch et al., 2006; Planas et al., 2012). An 

explanation for this could be that in stroke an endogenous inflammation and the antigen leakage 

due to the damaged blood brain barrier might trigger an autoimmune response but are just 

temporary. Once the brain tissue damage and the blood brain barrier are repaired brain antigens 

are shielded again. On the other hand, in MS a viral/exogenous trigger of the autoimmune 

response is suspected. Viral antigens that are similar to brain antigens like myelin basic protein 

(MBP) or myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) are thought to start the immune 

activation. Due to the antigen similarity between the viral antigens and the autoantigen they 

might also attack MBP- or MOG-expressing brain cells. Although there is still no clear etiology for 

MS, in this disease the antigen triggering the misguided (auto-)immune response might be 

present in the periphery, for example as still discussed the Epstein-Barr-Virus or Human Herpes-

6-Virus (Broccolo, Fusetti, & Ceccherini-Nelli, 2013; Lucas et al., 2011). Whereas in stroke the 

brain antigens only enter the circulation as long as the BBB is damaged and thus the 

autoimmune response might only be temporary. This might explain why there is no 

development of a CNS-directed autoimmune disease after an ischemic insult. Furthermore the 

SIIS also contributes to the regulation of immune activation caused by the ischemic damage. Not 

only is this the case in ischemic stroke but similar events can be observed in myocardial 

infarction where there is a release of autoantigens following myocardial damage and an 

endogenous inflammation (Hofmann et al., 2012). As we reviewed in chapter 2.7, there are 

similar mechanisms of immunosuppression in acute ischemic stroke and acute myocardial 

infarctions. 

Tregs – role in SIIS? [3] 

While the brain tissue necrosis causes a local and systemic endogenous inflammation, the CNS 

dampens it via activating the HPA axis and the sympathetic nervous system in order to protect 

itself from overwhelming inflammatory infiltration. The impact of Tregs, as a suppressive CD4 T 
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cell subpopulation, in SIIS has been under investigation. The contradicting results of these 

studies have been reviewed by Liesz et al. and Hu et al.  (Liesz, Hu, Kleinschnitz, & Offner, 2015; 

Xu, Li, & Jiang, 2013) and have shown how important publications of contradicting, neutral and 

negative results are. In our study we could show that there is a significant reduction of Tregs in 

the blood of stroke patients following stroke. Furthermore the frequency of suppressive active 

Tregs (CD39 expressing Tregs) is reduced in the blood of stroke patients and aged mice following 

MCAO. Thus it seems unlikely that Tregs play a major role in SIIS. They might still be a valuable 

therapeutic target as Tregs also enter the brain following stroke (Stubbe et al., 2013). But also 

boosting of Treg function or adoptive transfer of Tregs has led to inconclusive results in different 

studies (Liesz, Hu, et al., 2015). Similar to studies by Ren and Stubbe, our unpublished 

experimental results also show that Treg depletion has no influence on stroke volume or 

outcome in young adult mice (Ren, Akiyoshi, Vandenbark, Hurn, & Offner, 2011; Stubbe et al., 

2013). There are several possible explanations of the contradicting results in the studies on the 

role of regulatory T cells. As different models for experimental stroke induction (transient and 

permanent), different Treg depletion strategies (conditional knock-out versus antibody-

mediated depletion) and different occlusion times were used, it might not be surprising that 

there is no clear picture yet. Furthermore, it has been published that Tregs also exert non-

immunologic effects that might have an impact (Kleinschnitz, Kraft, & Dreykluft, 2013). 

Similar to the role of regulatory T cells the effect of an anti-CD49d treatment is one example 

among many of contradicting results in experimental stroke models yielded in individual 

laboratories. The infiltration of leukocytes to the injured brain depends on molecules like the 

very late antigen-4 (VLA-4). VLA-4 is an integrin heterodimer that consist of integrin α4 (CD49d) 

and integrin β1 (CD29). This integrin heterodimer interacts with the vascular cell adhesion 

molecule-1 (VCAM-1) for transmigration of the cells. Liesz et al. showed that treatment with 

anti-CD49d antibodies improved the outcome in experimental stroke models without further 

impairing the peripheral immune response (Liesz et al., 2011). In contrast to this, Langhauser et 

al. later published that anti-CD49d treatment reduced T lymphocyte infiltration but did not 

improve outcome (Langhauser et al., 2014). In 2009 Bath et al. suggested multicenter trials for 

experimental stroke in order to improve translation from experimental stroke models into 

clinical trials. This was done for the anti-CD49d treatment by 6 independent research centers in 

a preclinical randomized controlled multicenter trial (pRCT) in Europe and published in 2015 by 

Llovera et al. (Llovera et al., 2015). The pRCT on the effect of an anti-CD49d monoclonal 

antibody treatment showed a reduction of leukocyte invasion and infarct volumes in models 

inducing small cortical infarction but failed to show this effect in transient proximal MCAO 
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inducing larger lesions. This showed that already the use of a different model of stroke induction 

could lead to contradicting results. A similar pRCT approach could give some concluding insights 

into the role of Tregs and might in general improve the translation from bench to bedside. 

 

Consideration of age and risk factors in stroke models [3] 

Furthermore there is also a need to refine experimental stroke models. Stroke risk factors and 

stroke outcomes are heterogeneous. The majority of ischemic strokes occur in older humans 

with a broad spectrum of comorbidities and risk factors. When modelling ischemic stroke, the 

age equivalent in the animal model and risk factors like over-nutrition or atherosclerosis should 

be taken into account as well. One important finding of our study on Tregs was that there is 

evidence of similarities in immunosenescence of humans and mice. There was a similar increase 

of CD39 expression on Tregs with age in healthy humans and naïve mice. But in most 

experimental stroke studies so far young mice are used for several reasons such as housing 

limitations and higher costs of old animals. Another challenge when considering aged mice for 

experimental studies is their higher mortality in various experimental disease models (Schütze et 

al., 2014; Starr et al., 2014). 

 

Identification of new predictors for improved targeting of therapeutic interventions [4a & b] 

The failure to translate positive results with promising agents/compounds and therapeutic 

approaches from experimental models to clinic studies has been a major problem of stroke 

research over the past decades. One approach to overcome the translational roadblock might be 

the mentioned pRCTs to improve the reliability of the pre-clinical studies. As we reviewed, there 

is similar post-injury immunosuppression in stroke and myocardial infarction. Hence, 

transferring interventions that have proved successful in acute diseases with shared disease 

mechanism or settings of similar injury-related immune responses to stroke therapy may be a 

promising approach. For example, tolerization with injury-specific (auto)antigens showed 

beneficial effects in both stroke and myocardial infarct (Frenkel et al., 2009; Gee, Kalil, Thullbery, 

& Becker, 2008; Hofmann & Frantz, 2015). 

Moreover, the dose translation from the animal model to humans, also known as allometry, is a 

very important issue. Several experimental studies with granulocyte colony stimulating factor 

(G-CSF) showed neuroprotective and neuroregenerative effects in rodents but failed to meet 
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primary and secondary end points in a clinical trial (Ringelstein et al., 2013). Moreover, the G-

CSF had immunologic side effects. In the clinical study a higher dose of G-CSF has led to more 

pronounced immunomodulating effects of the treatment that might have overwhelmed the 

CNS-directed effects. Probably this was due to a non-allometric dose translation as a 

retranslation into a rodent model showed (Wagner et al., 2014). 

Stroke patients are a very heterogeneous cohort, which limits the power of clinical studies. 

Stratification of stroke patients would be very helpful for targeting specific interventions to 

those patients most likely to benefit from them. Therefore, the scientific community is searching 

for biomarkers and predictors of disease risk and/or outcome in stroke. To be able to identify 

such predictors and biomarkers in stroke, studies in large cohorts are needed. The limitation of 

our studies of SNPs is the relatively small sample size. It is possible that changes in IL-1ra 

production induced by the acute stroke may have overwhelmed any potential effect of the IL-1ra 

SNPs. Still, genetic studies like our SNP studies in much larger cohorts like the Study of Health in 

Pomerania (SHIP) with 8000 participants to search for other predictive SNP markers would be of 

great interest (Jurgens, Volzke, & Tost, 2014). Also, in such a large cohort a prospective approach 

could give some insights on genetic risk factors predisposing for stroke occurrence or even 

predicting SAI or outcome. Furthermore, in a much larger cohort subanalyses could be 

interesting for example to predict not only the risk of infection but also the kind of infection or 

to detect gender-related differences. That way stroke care could be much more directed.  

SNPs affecting stress hormone expression or functionality of their receptors would also be of 

great interest considering the stress hormone-induced immunosuppression after stroke and the 

associated infections are an unsolved challenge in stroke treatment. For example, the catechol-

O-methyltransferase (COMT) metabolizing catecholaminergic neurotransmitters such as 

norepinephrine, epinephrine and dopamine could be an interesting candidate. The A allele of 

SNP rs165774 of the COMT gene is associated with a lower COMT activity (Meloto et al., 2015). 

This means that stress hormones are metabolized more slowly in carriers of the minor A allele 

compared with the major G allele. The dopamine-beta-hydroxylase (DBH) plays an essential role 

in the catecholamine synthesis by converting dopamine to norepinephrine. The major C allele of 

the common DBH C-970T variant is associated with an increased DBH plasma activity and 

increased epinephrine excretion compared to the minor T allele (Chen et al., 2010). As a lot of 

different mediators play a role in post-stroke immune alterations, there are many more SNP 

candidates that would be of great interest. 
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2 Publications 

 

2.1 Overview and contributions 

 Overview 

 

The studies presented in this dissertation aimed at the investigation of mediators that 

participate in the local immune response as well as in peripheral immune alterations following 

ischemic stroke. 

In chapter 2.2 we focused on HMGB1 as a potential initiator of the inflammatory response in the 

brain as well as a mediator of the ischemic damage into the periphery. 

In chapter 2.3 we investigated whether the quality of the inflammatory response of infiltrating T 

cells determines the outcome of stroke. Therefore we determined the response of donor 

splenocytes to autoantigens prior to adoptive transfer in rats undergoing experimental stroke. 

In chapter 2.4 we focused on peripheral immunosuppression and questioned whether Treg as an 

immunosuppressive T cell subset are part of this immunosuppression. 

In chapters 2.5 and 2.6 studies on single nucleotide polymorphisms are detailed to investigate 

the influence of SNPs on stroke outcome and their predictive value for stroke. 

In chapter 2.7 we reviewed the catecholamine- and steroid-induced changes of the immune 

system in stroke and also made comparison to other acute diseases like traumatic brain injury or 

myocardial infarction. 
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3 Appendix 

 

3.1 Short Summary 

 

Ischemic stroke is the second leading cause of death worldwide and a disease with a variety of 

risk factors including hypotension, nutrition/obesity, and smoking but also increased age. In an 

ageing society stroke is a great challenge and leaves the survivors with disabilities. The aim of 

this dissertation was to investigate the immunologic changes post ischemic stroke, in order to 

use a better understanding for new therapeutic approaches as well as for improvement of 

translation of results from bench to bedside. Ischemic stroke leads to a local and peripheral 

immune activation. On the other side an immune dysfunction/suppression occurs, that leads to 

a higher risk of stroke-associated infections. In this dissertation, a long-lasting elevation of 

HMGB1 after stroke and a correlation with blood leukocyte numbers could be shown. HMGB1 

seems to be an important mediator of an endogenous inflammation and an interesting target for 

post-stroke immunomodulation. In a further study we showed that the quality of the immune 

response of infiltrating T cells has an impact on the neurologic outcome and functional recovery 

after experimental stroke. Importantly, a mechanism of how infections, mimicked by LPS 

injections, could worsen the outcome of stroke patients was revealed. In the context of stroke-

induced immunosuppression regulatory T cells as an immunosuppressive T cells subset seem to 

not play a role as their suppressive capacity is reduced after stroke. Interestingly, the CD39 

expression on Tregs is similarly increasing with age in humans and mice. This shows the 

importance of an age equivalent in experimental studies. In search of predictors for the outcome 

after stroke as well as the risk of infections, we performed single nucleotide polymorphism 

genotyping in the IL-1RN and TLR4 gene of stroke patients. Functional significant variants in the 

IL-1RN and TLR4 genes may have an impact on outcome and systemic markers of inflammation 

post stroke but these findings need to be replicated in studies with much larger cohorts. 
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3.2 Kurzzusammenfassung 

 

Der Schlaganfall ist die zweithäufigste Todesursache weltweit und eine Erkrankung mit 

vielfältigen Risikofaktoren, unter anderem Bluthochdruck, Ernährung/Adipositas, Rauchen aber 

auch hohem Alter. In einer alternden Gesellschaft ist der Schlaganfall eine große 

Herausforderung in der Behandlung und hinterlässt die Überlebenden häufig mit 

Behinderungen. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, die immunologischen Veränderungen in der Folge des 

ischämischen Schlaganfalls zu untersuchen, um durch das bessere Verständnis neue 

Therapieansätze generieren und die Translation experimenteller Studien in die Klinik zu 

verbessern. In der Folge einen ischämischen Schlaganfalls kommt es lokal sowie peripher zu 

einer Immunaktivierung. Auf der anderen Seite tritt aber auch eine Immundysfunktion/-

suppression auf, die zu einem erhöhten Risiko für Schlaganfall-assoziierte Infektionen führt. In 

dieser Arbeit wurde gezeigt, dass HMGB1 nach einem Schlaganfall langanhaltend im Plasma 

erhöht ist und mit der Leukozytenzahl im Blut korreliert. HMGB1 scheint ein wichtiger Mediator 

der endogenen Inflammation zu sein und wäre interessant für eine immunmodulatorische 

Intervention. In einer weiteren Studie dieser Arbeit wurde gezeigt, dass die Qualität der 

Immunantwort von infiltrierenden T-Zellen einen Einfluss auf das neurologische Outcome sowie 

die funktionelle Erholung nach Schlaganfall hat. Außerdem konnte stellvertretend durch LPS 

gezeigt werden, wie Infektionen zu einem verschlechterten Outcome bei Schlaganfall-Patienten 

führen könnten. In einer Studie über regulatorische T-Zellen wurde festgestellt, dass diese 

vermutlich keinen Einfluss auf die Schlaganfall-induzierte Immunsuppression haben, da ihre 

suppressive Aktivität nach Schlaganfall reduziert ist. Die Expression von CD39 auf der Oberfläche 

von Tregs zeigt bei Menschen und Mäusen einen ähnlichen Anstieg mit zunehmendem Alter. 

Dies liefert wichtige Hinweise für eine Notwendigkeit von gealterten Mäusen in 

tierexperimentellen Schlaganfallstudien. Auf der Suche nach Prädiktoren für das Outcome nach 

Schlaganfall sowie das Risiko für Infektionen wurden Studien zum Auftreten von verschiedenen 

Einzelnucleotidpolymorphismen im IL-1RN und TLR4 Gen durchgeführt.  Funktionell signifikante 

Varianten in den IL-1RN und TLR4 Genen können zum Outcome und zu Veränderungen von 

systemischen Entzündungsmarkern nach akutem ischämischem Schlaganfall beitragen. Die 

Ergebnisse sollten jedoch noch in einer größer angelegten Studie repliziert werden. 
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3.3 Abbreviations & Figures 

AMP  Adenosine monophosphate 

ATP  Adenosine triphosphate 

BBB  Blood brain barrier 

CD  Cluster of differentiation 

CFSE  Carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester 

CNS  Central nervous system 

COMT  Catechol-O-methyltransferase 

CRP  C-reactive protein 

CSF  cerebrospinal fluid 

CTL  cytotoxic T lymphocyte 

CTLA  Cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 

DAMP  Danger-associated molecular pattern 

DALY  Disability adjusted life years 

DBH  Dopamine beta hydroxylase 

Dereg  Depletion of regulatory T cells 

G-CSF  granulocyte colony stimulating factor 

GFP  green fluorescent protein 

HLA-DR  Human leukocyte antigen- 

HMGB  High mobility group box protein 

HPA axis Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis 

IFN  Interferon 

IL  Interleukin 

IL-1ra  Interleukin-1 receptor antagonist 

IS  Immune system 

LPS  Lipopolysaccharide 

MBP  Myelin basic protein 

MCAO  Middle cerebral artery occlusion 

MOG  Myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein 

MRI  Magnetic resonance imaging 

MS  Multiple sclerosis 

NET  Neutrophil extracellular trap 

NF-κB  Nuclear factor 'kappa-light-chain-enhancer' of activated B-cells 

pRCT  preclinical randomized controlled multicenter trial 
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Rag  Recombination-activating genes 

RAGE  Receptor for advanced glycation end products 

rtPA  Recombinant tissue plasminogen activator 

SAI  Stroke-associated infection 

SCID  Severe combined immunodeficiency 

SHIP  Study of Health In Pomerania 

SIIS  Stroke induced immunosuppression 

SNP  Single nucleotide polymorphism 

SNS  Sympathetic nervous system 

STAIR  Stroke Treatment Academic Industry Roundtable 

TGF  tumor growth factor 

TNF  tumor necrosis factor 

Th cell   T helper cell 

TLR  toll-like receptor 

Treg  regulatory T cell 

UTP  uridine triphosphate 

VLA  very late antigen 

VCAM  vascular cell adhesion molecule 

WBC  white blood cell 

WHO  World Health Organization 

 

Figures 

 

Figure 1 Figure modified from (Vogelgesang et al., 2014). The numbers in the picture 

indicate the different approaches with which the immunologic changes following 

stroke where investigated in this dissertation. 

 

Figure 2a Graph modified from (Gelderblom et al., 2009). The figure depicts the time 

course and amount of immune cells infiltrating into the ischemic hemisphere 

after stroke. 

 

Figure 2b Graph modified from (Gelderblom et al., 2009). The figure shows the time course 

and amount of infiltration of lymphocyte subsets (only summarized as 

lymphocytes in Fig.2a) into the ischemic hemisphere post stroke. 
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